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Abstract Our ability to predict the outcome of
invasion declines rapidly as non-native species pro-
gress through intertwined ecological barriers to estab-
lish and spread in recipient ecosystems. This is largely
due to the lack of systemic knowledge on key
processes at play as species establish self-sustaining
populations within the invaded range. To address this
knowledge gap, we present a mathematical model that
captures the eco-evolutionary dynamics of native and
non-native species interacting within an ecological
network. The model is derived from continuous-trait
evolutionary game theory (i.e., Adaptive Dynamics)
and its associated concept of invasion fitness which
depicts dynamic demographic performance that is
both trait mediated and density dependent. Our
approach allows us to explore how multiple resident
and non-native species coevolve to reshape invasion
performance, or more precisely invasiveness, over
trait space. The model clarifies the role of specific
traits in enabling non-native species to occupy realised
opportunistic niches. It also elucidates the direction
and speed of both ecological and evolutionary dynam-
ics of residing species (natives or non-natives) in the
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recipient network under different levels of propagule
pressure. The versatility of the model is demonstrated
using four examples that correspond to the invasion of
(i) a horizontal competitive community; (ii) a bipartite
mutualistic network; (iii) a bipartite antagonistic
network; and (iv) a multi-trophic food web. We
identified a cohesive trait strategy that enables the
success and establishment of non-native species to
possess high invasiveness. Specifically, we find that a
non-native species can achieve high levels of inva-
siveness by possessing traits that overlap with those of
its facilitators (and mutualists), which enhances the
benefits accrued from positive interactions, and by
possessing traits outside the range of those of antag-
onists, which mitigates the costs accrued from nega-
tive interactions. This ‘central-to-reap, edge-to-elude’
trait strategy therefore describes the strategic trait
positions of non-native species to invade an ecological
network. This model provides a theoretical platform
for exploring invasion strategies in complex adaptive
ecological networks.
Keywords Ecological interaction network 
Invasibility  Invasion science  Fitness landscape 
Propagule pressure  Empty niches  Central-to-reap,
edge-to-elude
Introduction
Biotic interactions are ubiquitous and essential for the
survival of any species (von Humboldt 1807; Darwin
1859; Thompson 2013). This applies equally to non-
native species in novel environments where invasive-
ness is mediated by habitat suitability, propagule
pressure, and the payoffs resulting from interactions
with other species within the recipient ecological
network (Hui and Richardson 2017). In this regard, the
reasons for the success or failure of a non-native
species cannot be assessed in isolation but depend on
the co-occurrence and interactions with resident
species (Enders et al. 2020; Hui et al. 2020; Traveset
and Richardson 2020). The invasiveness of a non-
native species and the invasibility of the recipient
ecological network are, therefore, interlinked. Con-
sidering biological invasions with reference to eco-
logical networks has the potential to transform our
theoretical models, resulting in improved predictabil-
ity of both invasiveness and invasibility (Hui and
Richardson 2019). In particular, a network approach
shifts the emphasis away from the current species-
centric view that overly emphasises the roles of
ecological and environmental barriers imposed
sequentially during the invasion progression of an
introduced species (i.e., the unified invasion frame-
work; Blackburn et al. 2011).
Here, we consider an adaptive ecological network
under eco-evolutionary feedbacks (Minoarivelo and
Hui 2016a; Guimarães Jr et al. 2017) in order to
expand the concept of invasion fitness and to capture
the complex response of the network to biological
invasions. We do so by introducing a simple model,
with specific examples, to capture the eco-evolution-
ary dynamics in an adaptive network subjected to
biological invasions. Our model is rooted in the
progressive understanding of the fitness concept in
evolutionary ecology. Although the concept of fitness
pre-dates the theory of natural selection (Darwin
1859), the concept of fitness landscape was only
proposed about 90 years ago (Wright 1932). It
remains a valuable visual and conceptual tool for
depicting the relationship between genotype and
fitness. For a single-locus diallelic gene in a large
and stable population, the fitness landscape can be
described as the relationship between allele frequency
and mean fitness. The slope of this relationship
determines the rate of change in allele frequencies
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due to natural selection, often leading to allele
fixation. The hill-climbing process of evolution via
natural selection would drive the genetic makeup of a
population to a local peak (Wright 1988; Gavrilets
2004). Mechanisms forming such slopes and driving
changes in allele frequency in a population constitute
the crux of ‘population genetics’. Following the
framework of ‘quantitative genetics’ (Lynch and
Walsh 1998), one can consider continuously varying
phenotypic traits of a population, as the direct attribute
and mapping of its genetic makeups (e.g. Norman
et al. 2019). Therefore the fitness landscape can depict
the relationship between phenotypic traits and their
mean fitness (Gavrilets 2004). In its classic setting,
only random genetic drift or temporal changes in the
fitness landscape itself can allow the population to
escape the local maxima, thereby potentially reaching
a higher fitness peak. Evolutionary ecology has
focused on uncovering the mechanisms that unlock
populations from their local suboptimal fitness peaks.
There has been substantial progress in elucidating the
dimensions of invasion fitness over the last few
decades (Lehmann et al. 2016).
Both population and quantitative genetics, how-
ever, have only given scant attention to the ecological
and environmental contexts in which evolution takes
place (Metz et al. 1992). In our view, capturing the
eco-evolutionary dynamics of an ecological network
subject to biological invasions requires us to follow a
new paradigm. In particular, population size is often
assumed to be large and fixed in the old paradigm,
which implies that the fitness landscape is a static
surface that can only explain local adaptation and
optimization of fitness. However, fitness is not static
and is intimately tied to an ecological context. To
survive and complete its life cycle, an organism must
constantly ‘play games’ with co-occurring individuals
from the same and other species for resources and
opportunities. According to evolutionary game theory,
the payoff relies not only on the player’s own strategy
(and its associated traits) but also the strategies and
abundance of its opponents (Maynard Smith and Price
1973). Moreover, the received payoff only makes
sense for a specific environmental context over a
relevant spatial and temporal scale (von Neumann and
Morgenstern 1944). For this reason, density-depen-
dent fitness was introduced and advocated in the early
1990s (Hofbauer and Sigmund 1990; Metz et al.
1992, 1996). In the new paradigm of Adaptive
Dynamics, invasion fitness is considered as a demo-
graphic measure of population performance, where
trait changes are still mostly considered via incremen-
tal evolution with limited mutation rates and steps. As
a result, the commonness and rarity of a trait relative to
those of others in an ecological network can further
affect the strengths of eco-evolutionary feedbacks.
With the dynamic demographic performance as inva-
sion fitness (Meszena et al. 2001; Dieckmann and
Ferrière 2004; Nowak and Sigmund 2004; Waxman
and Gavrilets 2005), this new paradigm has success-
fully explained a plethora of evolutionary outcomes,
especially regarding the evolutionary branching and
sympatric speciation via disruptive selection (Geritz
et al. 1997; Dercole et al. 2016). Adaptive evolution
under this new paradigm does not necessarily drive a
species towards the highest fitness in the trait space,
but can follow dynamic and interactive, open-ended
trajectories (e.g. Red Queen dynamics, evolutionary
suicide and traps; Gyllenberg and Parvinen 2001;
Kisdi et al. 2002; Zhang et al. 2013). This new
paradigm of considering invasion fitness as demo-
graphic performance paves the way for us to explore
the eco-evolutionary dynamics of an ecological net-
work subject to biological invasions.
This paper expands several elements of the Adap-
tive Dynamics paradigm to accommodate the unique
circumstances in an ecological network subject to
invasion by non-native species. Biological invasions
represent a special type of disruption to an ecological
network. First, suites of traits of non-native species do
not necessarily resemble those of resident species. In
classic Adaptive Dynamics, novel traits invading a
system only appear through small-step mutations via
incremental trait evolution. In contrast, studies have
shown that invasive non-native species with traits
distinct from those of resident species may have a
greater chance of establishing and causing substantial
impacts (Minoarivelo and Hui 2016b; Divı́šek et al.
2018), related to, albeit different from, the classic
limiting similarity theory (MacArthur and Levins
1967; Leimar et al. 2013). Second, propagule pressure
provides the umbrella effect for explaining invasive-
ness (Catford et al. 2009; Simberloff 2009), which
deviates from Adaptive Dynamics that assumes a
negligible rate of novel trait incursion. Third, whereas
the classic definition of evolutionary fitness relates to
long-term performance, demographic performance
can be dynamic and reflects the realised ecological
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niches for prospective invaders in the novel environ-
ment. We could therefore consider the instantaneous
demographic performance as a fitness measure.
Finally, although eco-evolution time separation is
often assumed to differentiate ecological events oper-
ating at much faster temporal scales from evolutionary
events that play out more slowly, such an assumption
often breaks down in the face of non-equilibrium
invasion dynamics and potential rapid evolution
(Guimarães Jr et al. 2017; Hui and Richardson 2017).
We embrace these unique circumstances in an
ecological network subject to invasion by developing
a simple model based on the demographic concept of
invasion fitness (section ‘‘Eco-evolutionary dynamics
of ecological networks under invasion’’). We show
that these features of biotic interactions, being both
trait-mediated and density-dependent, are important
components to consider when formulating invasive-
ness and ecosystem invasibility, both of which involve
the combined and intertwined eco-evolutionary
dynamics of recipient ecosystems and invading
species. We also provide four examples that demon-
strate the immediate implications of our model for
several ecological networks, including a horizontal
competitive network, a bipartite mutualistic network,
an antagonistic network, and a multitrophic food web
(section ‘‘Trait-mediated interactions and invasive-
ness’’). Simple analyses of these model networks
allow us to infer invasiveness based on the position of
non-native species in the feasible trait space in relation
to the trait dispersion of other resident species. We
also discuss how the model can be used to address
questions related to the stability of ecological net-
works facing biological invasions (section ‘‘Discus-
sion’’). For instance, what processes could explain the
formation of ecological and evolutionary barriers that
dictate the survival of related resident species and the
performance of non-native species? These complex
challenges we face in invasion science (Ricciardi et al.
2017) highlight the need for within-discipline synthe-
sis and cross-discipline integration (Courchamp et al.
2017; Vaz et al. 2017). To this end, our simple
mathematical model does not provide the ultimate
solution, but, rather, a ‘‘hitchhiker’s guide’’ to formu-
lating the challenge of predicting biological invasions
within a tractable framework.
Eco-evolutionary dynamics of ecological networks
under invasion
The influx of non-native propagules into an ecological
network defined by trait-mediated biotic interactions
between species can impose two non-exclusive effects
on a resident species: by ecologically modifying its
population size (e.g. by increasing predation pressure
or competition for common resources), and by
changing the trait composition of its individuals
through natural selection. We present a simple math-
ematical model to capture the eco-evolutionary
dynamics of all resident species and the incoming
non-native species. To reduce the mathematical com-
plexity in what follows, we present the model in three
logic steps, representing sequentially (1) the popula-
tion dynamics of resident species, (2) the trait
evolutionary dynamics of resident species, and (3)
the invasiveness of an introduced species in the
ecological network and the invasibility of the latter.
For transparency, we provide necessary details for
each step on the reasoning and interpretation behind
model formulation. All variables and parameters, as
well as their meanings, are listed in Table 1. In this
section we discuss the generic model formulation. We
then exemplify the model for specific networks.
Trait-mediated population dynamics
Let us assume that there are S distinct resident species
(natives or non-natives) in a network, with species i
described by four time-varying state variables: its
population size (ni), mean trait value (xi), influx rate of
propagules (ci) from outside the network with their
mean trait value (zi). Note, for a short span of time, s, a
number of cis propagules are introduced into this
network. Without considering the propagule influx,
the per-capita population change rate of species i, f i, is
a function of the abundances of all resident species and
can be Taylor expanded at zero abundances to its
simplest linear form:




where ri is the intrinsic rate of increase (i.e. per-capita
growth rate in an empty network), and aij (¼ of i=onj at
zero abundances) the per-capita interaction impact of
species j on the intrinsic rate of species i, often called
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the per-capita interaction strength. This forms a
typical Lotka-Volterra model. The intrinsic rate of
increase of species i is often assumed to be solely
dependent on its trait, ri ¼ rðxiÞ. In most cases of
biological invasions, it suffices to assume that per-
capita interaction strength is solely mediated by traits
of involved species (e.g. Doebeli and Dieckmann
2000; Toju 2011), aij ¼ aðxi; xjÞ.
When including propagule pressure from external
sources, as a constant inflow of individuals at rate ci
(Simberloff 2009), we could estimate the amount of
population change after a short span of time as
ni t þ sð Þ  ni tð Þ ¼ ci tð Þsþ ni tð Þf i tð Þs. Dividing both
sides by s and letting s ! 0, we have the following
population dynamics of species i:






This means that, in a closed network (ci ¼ 0) with
trait-mediated interactions, the identity of a species is
masked by its trait value in relation to the distribution
of traits of other species (f i ¼ f j if xi ¼ xj). In an open
network (ci 6¼ 0), the propagule pressure affects the
population dynamics of a species and can also affect
its trait evolutionary dynamics, as shown below in
section ‘‘Trait evolutionary dynamics’’.
Trait evolutionary dynamics
The web of trait-mediated biotic interactions in an
ecological network imposes eco-evolutionary feed-
backs and selection forces on the traits of involved
species. The traits of a species, relative to others, could
therefore affect not only how species perform over
ecological time scales, but also how such traits evolve
over much longer (evolutionary) time scales. Adaptive
Dynamics has largely been developed to depict how
traits evolve under such a complex setting (Dieck-
mann and Law 1996; Geritz et al. 1998). To express
the evolutionary dynamics of the trait, we need to
formulate the per-capita growth rate of mutants, f
0
i. For
incremental evolution, the mutant should inherit the
ecological function of its source population; that is,
mutant individuals of x
0
i should interact with others just
like species i with trait xi but with minor quantitative
differences. In particular, f
0
i should resemble, but not





i ! 0 arising within the resident
population ni, while individuals with different traits
from propagule influx will be considered below as the
introduction of individuals with different traits. Fol-
lowing Meszena et al. (2005), we do not consider
complete time separation between ecological and
evolutionary processes, and residents are thus not
necessarily at the ecological equilibrium. This allows
us to account for the potential rapid evolution that
often accompanies biological invasions (Prentis et al.
2008). We therefore have the following per-capita
growth rate of mutants (also called the invasion
fitness),




Population size of species i ni
Mean trait value of species i xi
Per-capita growth rate of species i fi
Intrinsic rate of increase of species i ri
Influx rate of propagule of species i ci
Per-capita interaction strength of species j on i aij
Trait variability for species i vi
Optimal trait difference for the interaction kernel l
Standard deviation of interaction kernel r
Trait centrality of a non-native species with trait xA in the guild P C
Pf g
A
Trait distance between non-native species with trait xA and species i dAi
Relative abundance of species i in the community wi
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f
0








Accordingly, we define the selection gradient here
explicitly as the partial derivative of invasion fitness f
0
i
with respect to the mutant trait, and evaluated at
x
0
i ! xi. Consequently, we have the following selec-
tion gradient of resident species i in the ecological























In Eq. (4), the selection gradient is imposed by two
factors: the sensitivity of the intrinsic rate of increase
to the trait change (first term on the right hand side),
and the sensitivity of the total interaction pressure
experienced by an average individual of species i to its
trait change (second term on the right hand side). The
canonical equation of Adaptive Dynamics states that
the rate of trait evolution is proportional to the
selection gradient (Dieckmann and Law 1996; Geritz
et al. 1998): _xi ¼ visi, where vi reflects a compound
factor of trait variability of species i in the network and
is chosen to be a small positive number in practice to
scale the pace of trait evolutionary dynamics relative
to ecological dynamics.
In addition, based on Eq. (1) we can compute the
sensitivity of the demographic fitness of species i to its
trait change (of i=oxi), defined as the partial derivative
of its per-capita population change rate with respect to
its trait. Some algebraic manipulation suggests that
this sensitivity of fitness to trait change is related to,
but distinct from, the selection gradient, of i=oxi 6¼ si;
see Appendix S2. They only become the same when
the resident population is removed (ni ¼ 0 and thus
itself becomes the mutant). Our formulation of the
selection gradient in Eq. (4) follows the relaxed
definition in Adaptive Dynamics (Dieckmann and
Law 1996; Geritz et al. 1998) and is different to the
eco-evolutionary network model that does not con-
sider the difference of the two (fitness sensitivity to
trait versus selection gradient) and assumes the
selection gradient as a linear function of trait changes
(Guimarães Jr et al. 2017).
Propagule influx can alter such trait evolution
driven by biotic interactions within an ecological
network. As mentioned above, with an influx of
propagules the amount of population change of
species i from time t to t þ s equals the amount of
influx propagules ci tð Þs plus the amount of population
change within the network,
ni t þ sð Þ  ni tð Þ ¼ ci tð Þsþ ni tð Þf i tð Þs. Let zi tð Þ be
the trait value of influx propagules at time t, so that
we can derive the following trait evolutionary dynam-
ics with propagule influx after straightforward alge-




zi  xið Þ þ visi ð5Þ
In Eq. (5), the trait evolution is driven by two
components. The first term on the right hand side
depicts how the difference between the trait of influx
propagules and the resident trait, zi  xið Þ, can steer
the trait dynamics, while the evolutionary force from
this component diminishes either when the influx
propagules have the same trait as the resident popu-
lation (zi ¼ xi) or when the influx rate relative to the
resident population size drops. This latter scenario
could happen either by means of halting the influx
(ci ! 0Þ or with the natural increase of the resident
population size. This first term therefore describes the
effect of propagule pressure on the trait evolution.
Although propagule pressure can have a lasting effect
on population dynamics (Eq. 2), its role in steering
trait evolution is declining with the natural increase of
the resident population size (Eq. 5). The second term
on the right hand side of Eq. (5) is the relaxed
canonical equation of Adaptive Dynamics that cap-
tures trait evolution from directional selection along
the selection gradient defined in Eq. (4) using popu-
lation size at the standing point instead of population
size at equilibrium. At an evolutionarily singular point
( _xi ¼ 0), we could further discern more complex
scenarios (e.g. disruptive selection and evolutionarily
stable strategy) by exploring higher-order derivatives
of the right-hand side of Eq. (5) with respect to the
focal trait.
Invasiveness in and invasibility of an ecological
network
An emerging view in invasion science regarding the
performance of a non-native species is that it depends
on both the propagule pressure and non-native species
traits relative to the traits of resident species. Once
introduced, a species becomes a ‘resident’ of the
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recipient network, although it retains its non-native
label. The anticipated demographic performance, or
the invasiveness, of the non-native species can be
predefined as its per-capita population growth rate
f A ¼ _nA=nA; the normalisation of _nA by nA makes the
demographic performance comparable among spe-
cies. According to its ecological dynamics in Eq. (2),











It is clear that the demographic performance of a
non-native species can be partitioned into four com-
ponents (the right-hand terms in Eq. (6), respectively;
schematically shown in Fig. 1): propagule pressure,
intrinsic rate of increase, intraspecific density depen-
dence, and trait-mediated interspecific interaction
pressure (total per-capita interaction strength from
other resident species in the network).
We could map these four components onto the
unified framework for biological invasions that con-
siders three stages along the continuum of introduc-
tion, naturalisation, and invasion (Blackburn et al.
2011). The introduction phase is represented by the
first component of the demographic performance,
cA=nA, and emphasizes the umbrella effect of propag-
ule pressure. If there is a constant influx of propagules
(the yellow surface for cA [ 0 in Fig. 1), the non-
native species can always grow from a zero initial
population size (nA ¼ 0), with the initial population
dynamics solely determined by propagule pressure:
_nA ¼ cA. However, this does not guarantee successful
establishment and invasion as the roles of other
components start to kick in with the increase of
population size while the effect of propagule pressure
recedes.
As population size (nA) increases during the post-
introduction invasion stages (naturalisation and even-
tually invasion), the demographic performance of a
non-native species gradually switches to become
controlled by the ecological forces of its intrinsic
growth rate and combined biotic interaction strength.
As part of the post-introduction stages, the second
component in Eq. (6) reflects the intrinsic rate of
growth, rA. Large positive values of rA contribute to
faster population growth, whereas negative values
indicate unsuitable abiotic environments or the pres-
ence of a critical Allee effect. For instance, if the non-
native species experiences a critical Allee effect (i.e.
demographic performance increases with density from
negative to positive at low population sizes), without a
constant propagule influx (cA ¼ 0), the initial propag-
ule size from the initial introduction needs to exceed
the Allee threshold (nAð0Þ[ aA, with aA the Allee
threshold; blue surface in Fig. 1) to allow the estab-
lishment and growth of the non-native population.
The third component in the demographic perfor-
mance of a non-native species is also important during
the post-introduction invasion stages; this reflects the
density-dependent self-regulation, with normally
Fig. 1 A detailed landscape of invasion fitness, illustrating the
purpose of the concepts encompassed in the generic model
proposed in this paper. Invasiveness of a non-native species
( _nA=nA, vertical axis) is determined by its trait (xA) and
population size (nA) as the horizontal plane, as well as propagule
pressure (cA). The blue surface represents invasiveness for once-
off introduction (cA ¼ 0), while the yellow surface represents
invasiveness with a constant rate of propagule influx (cA [ 0).
Green plane represents zero fitness (for reference purpose). For
once-off introduction (cA ¼ 0), invasion fitness (blue surface)
divides the trait axis into a number of positive (?) and negative
(-) performance pockets when the initial population size nA is
small. A non-native species possessing a trait value located in
the positive pockets in the trait space will successfully invade,
while other traits fail. For a particular non-native trait, its
invasiveness also depends on the initial population size: for
instance, when nA\aA the non-native population could suffer
from positive density dependence (Allee effect) and fail to
establish, but can establish when nA [ aA; ultimately, demo-
graphic and invasiveness will be constrained by negative density
dependence (thus the blue and yellow curves eventually bend
downwards when the population size nA becomes too large (e.g.
exceeding the carrying capacity). Results from actual simula-
tions for specific ecological networks are shown in Fig. 2
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a xA; xAð Þ\0 forcing the demographic fitness to
become negative at large population size (Fig. 1).
Indeed, any introduced species will eventually become
constrained by some negative density dependence
when its population size reaches its carrying capacity.
Being density dependent, the contribution of this
component to the demographic performance and trait
dynamics increases proportionally to the population
size. This also means that we can ignore the role of this
component when considering the initial performance
and trait dynamics (when the population size is small).
The fourth component in the demographic perfor-
mance of a non-native species (Eq. 6) captures the role
of interspecific biotic interactions from other resident
species in the ecological network. It is the sum of
interaction strength from all individuals of other
resident species, where the interaction strength
depends on the position of the non-native trait in the
trait space relative to the resident traits. Through the
influence of trait-mediated demographic fitness, inter-
specific interactions can constrain or expand the
fundamental niche of an incoming non-native species
in the trait space, forming pockets of positive or
negative trait-dependent invasiveness (along the trait
axis in Fig. 1). These pockets of positive performance
are opportunistic empty niches waiting to be invaded.
Consequently, the invasibility of an ecological net-
work is encapsulated by the empty niches in an
ecosystem that remain under-exploited by resident
species at a given time. Should an introduced species
possess a trait within such an empty niche, it can
increase its population size from rare, even without
continuous influx of propagules. This means that the
empty niches in an ecological network can be defined
as pockets of trait space (xA 2 E) with positive
demographic performance ( _nA=nA [ 0) under zero
propagule influx (cA ¼ 0) and negligible initial
propagule size (nA ! 0), visualised along the trait
axis on the blue surface in Fig. 1. The total width of
empty niches over the entire feasible range of trait
values thus defines the invasibility of an ecological
network, while the invasiveness of a particular invader
(with its trait given) is defined by the corresponding
height on the demographic performance surface
(Fig. 1; Hui et al. 2016).
The evolutionary dynamics of the non-native trait,

























Note, as the trait of influx propagules is the trait of the
initial non-native population (zA ¼ xA), the first term
in Eq. (7) (propagule pressure) does not contribute to
the initial trait dynamics of the non-native species. It
only starts to steer the trait dynamics once the trait
difference emerges although its influence wanes with
increasing population size. Propagule pressure (first
term on the right hand side) and the selection gradient
(second term on the right hand side) can either work
synergistically to speed up the trait evolution when the
two forces have the same sign; they can also cancel
each other to slow down the trait evolution. Equa-
tions (2) together with (5), (6) and (7), capture the eco-
evolutionary dynamics of all involved species in an
ecological network invaded by non-native species. In
the next section, we use four examples to illustrate
how this generic theoretical model can be used to
explore the effect of an invasive trait in mediating
invasiveness in complex ecological networks.
Trait-mediated interactions and invasiveness
A crucial step in contextualising the above theoretical
model is to parameterise the strengths of trait-medi-
ated interactions between species. This is different
from the theoretical framework of May (1972) and
Allesina and Tang (2012) where the interaction
strength (aij) is considered phenomenologically only,
and is not explicitly considered as a function of the
traits between involved species. As such, our model
also differs from adaptive networks focusing on the
evolution of interaction strength (Valdovinos et al.
2018). Instead, we consider the strength of a biotic
interaction between two species to be dependent on the
traits of both involved species, and it is such trait-
mediated interactions that then make the invasiveness
dependent on the non-native species’ trait and its
position relative to those of the resident species in the
network. As illustrated below, different types of
interactions can be possibly synthesised into an
overarching formula, with the trait-mediated per-
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capita interaction strength expressed as the Gaussian-
type interaction kernel of the trait difference between
two interacting species (Doebeli and Dieckmann
2000; Hui et al. 2018):
a xi; xj
 





Fig. 2 Four examples of eco-evolutionary dynamics on
demographic fitness landscapes (see Fig. 1). a A competitive
community; b a bipartite mutualistic network between animals
and plants with within-guild competition, facing the introduc-
tion of a non-native plant species; c a bipartite antagonistic
network with within-guild competition, facing the introduction
of a non-native resource species; d a food web with interspecific
competition. White/grey dots represent trait and population size
of resident species [white for plants and grey for animals in (b);
white for resources and grey for consumers in (c)]. Arrows
represent the joint ecological dynamics (projection along the
population size vertical axis) and evolutionary dynamics
(projection along the trait horizontal axis) of resident species.
For (b) and (c), grey dots and arrows indicate the other
functional guild relative to the non-native species. The
background colour represents the demographic performance of
an incoming non-native ( _nA=nA), with black contour lines
representing zero invasion fitness. White bell-shaped lines
represent within-guild non-native trait centrality (measured by
Eq. 10), while grey bell-shaped lines represent centrality for
exploiting non-native mutualism (b) and non-native resource
(c). In (d) dotted line represents centrality for consuming the
non-native resource, while dashed line represents the centrality
for the non-native to consume resident resource species:
Parameters: a: r ¼ 1, r2P ¼ 0:005, cA ¼ 0:001. b: r ¼ 1,
rP ¼ 0:1, rM ¼ 0:05, cA ¼ 0:001; c: r ¼ 1, rR ¼ rP ¼ 0:05,
rG ¼ 0:1, lG ¼ 0:2; cA ¼ 0:001; d: r ¼ 1, r2P ¼ r2G ¼ 0:005,
lG ¼ 0:1, cA ¼ 0:001. See Appendix S4 for Matlab code
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For a competitive interaction, the sign of the interac-
tion strength is negative and l ¼ 0. For mutualism, the
sign is positive with normally l ¼ 0. This implies
stronger interactions between species with similar
traits. For antagonistic interactions (e.g. species i is the
predator, while species j the prey), the sign of a xi; xj
 
is positive for the predator whereas it is negative for
the prey, with l[ 0 the optimal trait difference
between the predator and the prey (e.g. in terms of
their body sizes). The coefficient r represents the
width of the interaction kernel and depicts the
reciprocal of interaction specialisation. A small r
implies that interactions only effectively occur
between species with similar traits, whereas a large
r suggests that species with large trait differences can
still interact. Coevolution in ecological networks with
such trait-mediated interactions has been widely
discussed in the literature (e.g. Hui et al. 2018).
Although there can be other forms of interaction
kernels (e.g. Gallien et al. 2018), they are nevertheless
infrequent and suitable only for specific systems. We
therefore focus only on the above generic form of
interaction kernels. In the next section we provide four
examples for invasions into specific ecological
networks with species engaging in trait-mediated
interactions according to the above Gaussian form.
A competitive community
As we will show, our model suggests that to become
invasive, under the scenario of horizontal resource
competition, the trait of the non-native species needs
to be distinct from those of resident species to elude
intense interspecific competition. A horizontal eco-
logical community involves only resource competi-
tion between resident species from the same functional
guild and is typical in ecology (e.g. light competition
between trees in forests).
Using the generic form of Eq. (8), the trait-medi-
ated interaction strength between two competitive
species can be formulated as
a xi; xj
 




, with rP the
width of the competition kernel. This kernel is
symmetric and the strongest for intraspecific compe-
tition (a xi; xið Þ ¼ 1). According to Eqs. (2) and (5),
we can thus formulate the ecological and evolutionary
dynamics of all resident species before invasion.
According to Eqs. (6) and (7), we can formulate a non-
native species invading an ecological community with
Sp number of resident species. Here, we only discuss
the invasiveness (i.e. the demographic performance)
of the non-native species invading this community
(Fig. 2a and Appendix S4):
_nA ¼ cA
þ nA rA  nA 
XSP
j¼1







Let dAj ¼ xA  xj be the trait distance between the
non-native species and resident species j; JP ¼
P
nj
the total number of individuals of all resident species
(i.e. the community size), and wj ¼ nj=JP the relative
abundance of species j. Using the Taylor series to
expand an exponential function, we have
exp zð Þ  1 z. We define the following centrality
of a non-native species with trait xA in competitive







Fig. 3 An illustration of centrality over the two-dimensional
trait space. Green circles indicate trait positions of twenty
species generated randomly (green circle centres), with the
corresponding abundances (proportional to the radius) randomly
generated from a geometric distribution with a mean of 5. The
background contour surface was computed according to
Eq. (10) as the centrality
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In other words, the centrality of the non-native
species within the competitive community is the
inverse of the sum of weighted squares of the trait
distance between resident species and the non-native
species, with the relative abundances of resident
species as weights (Fig. 3). This definition reflects
the overall pressure of biotic interactions experienced
by the non-native species. Our centrality metric is
related to, but distinct from, the typical harmonic
centrality in network science (Marchiori and Latora
2000). A variant of the denominator has been proposed
as an index of biotic novelty (Schittko et al. 2020), and
therefore our centrality also captures functional
familiarity of an invader to its recipient community.
For simplicity, we consider a small once-off
introduction (cA ¼ 0 and nA ! 0) and therefore derive
the following inequality to ensure the demographic











This suggests that for a non-native species to be able to
invade a competitive community the centrality of its
trait must be lower than a threshold set by the
competition kernel. Invasion is more likely to succeed
in communities with more specialised competitors
(i.e. a narrower kernel); that is, such communities
beget a high level of invasibility. Importantly, the
requirement of low centrality suggests that the non-
native species needs to possess a trait lying at the
periphery of the traits of resident species in the
community. In other words, to become invasive, the
trait of the non-native species needs to be distinct from
those of resident species to elude intense interspecific
competition. This conforms to recent macroecological
evidence derived from exploring the distributions of
traits of vascular plants when divided into natives,
archaeophytes and neophytes (Divı́šek et al. 2018).
A bipartite mutualistic network
Bipartite mutualistic networks are ubiquitous in nature
(Bronstein 2015); they include pollination networks,
seed dispersal networks, and below-ground networks
of plant–microbe symbiosis (e.g. Steidinger et al.
2019). Within the context of a bipartite mutualistic
network, our model suggests that to become a
successful invader, a species needs to possess not
only traits that are more similar to the centroid of the
traits of its mutualistic partners, but also traits that
occur towards the periphery of the trait space of
resident species from the same guild.
Using the generic form of Eq. (8), the trait-medi-
ated strength of mutualistic interaction can be formu-
lated as a xi; yj
 





xi and yj are traits of two species from separate guilds
that are engaging in assortative interactions with rM
the width of the interaction kernel of mutualism. To
keep the model analytically tractable, we used the
simplest linear functional response for the mutualistic
term. A number of SP species within the same guild
(e.g. flowering plants) are assumed to engage in
resource competition as described in the previous
section, while a number of SM species in the other
guild engage in mutualistic interactions with the non-
native species. Due to symmetry of interactions, we
only formulate the demographic performance of a
non-native species from functional guild P (Fig. 2B
and Appendix S4):




















Similarly, we can define the centrality of the optimal
mutualistic position for the non-native species in the







Akwk, with dAk ¼ xA  yk and
wk ¼ nk=JM . Following the same line, let qPjM ¼
JP=JM be the ratio of community size between the
focal guild and the mutualistic partner guild, and we













To get a rough picture of this inequality, if qPjM ¼ 1





A ; this implies that the invader’s trait
should be closer to the centroid of its mutualistic
partners than to the centroid of its within-guild
competitors so to reap the benefit from mutualism
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and elude the harm from competition. For the simple
scenario where species within the same guild do not
engage in resource competition, the above inequality
becomes C
fMg
A [ 1=ð2r2MÞ. We can thus conclude that
a successful invader in a mutualistic network needs to
possess traits towards the centroid of the traits of its
mutualistic partners, and in contrast, towards the
periphery of the traits of those resident species from
the same guild. This also implies that the degree of
trait dispersion within functional guilds and the level
of trait overlapping between functional guilds could
signal the invasibility of a mutualistic network.
Similar to our formulation of the demographic
performance, but with a nonlinear functional response
for the mutualistic term, the model proposed by
Bastolla et al. (2009) has shown that low pressure from
interspecific competition is necessary to ensure
species coexistence in a mutualistic network. This is
consistent with our condition to elude competition
pressure via peripheral trait positioning for invasion
success. Moreover, the nested structure that charac-
terises many mutualistic networks has been shown to
play a key role in reducing competition (Bastolla et al.
2009). It is, however, debatable whether the nested
structure can also affect the success of an invasion into
such nested mutualistic networks (Minoarivelo and
Hui 2016b; Valdovinos et al. 2018). Although the
nested structure can minimise the negative pressure
from competition, it does not necessarily facilitate the
establishment of an invader. As shown here, the
invader needs to minimise competition pressure and
simultaneously maximise mutualistic gain to ensure a
successful invasion.
A bipartite antagonistic network
Bipartite antagonistic networks are also ubiquitous in
nature (e.g. Morris et al. 2014; Nuwagaba et al. 2015),
and include predator–prey networks and host-parasite
networks. Within the context of a bipartite antagonis-
tic network, our model below suggests that to become
a successful invader, when the non-native is a resource
species (e.g. prey), it should exhibit traits that ensure
the traits of its optimal consumer locating at the
periphery of the consumer trait space (to reduce
consumption rates by residents); when the non-native
is consuming resident resources, the position of the
non-native species’ optimal resource should be close
to the centroid of resident resource trait space (to
maximize consumption rates of the invader).
We use subscript C and R to denote the consumer
and the resource guilds respectively. Using the generic
form of Eq. (8), the trait-mediated interaction strength
of resource consumption can be formulated as
a yC; xRð Þ ¼ exp  yC  xR  lGð Þ2=ð2r2GÞ
 
, where
xR and yC are traits of the resource species and the
consumer species from two different guilds, with
lG [ 0 the optimal consumer to resource trait gap and
rG the width of the resource consumption kernel. We
further assume that there are competitive interactions
between species within the same guild. Consequently,
if the non-native species is part of the resource guild,
we have (Fig. 2c and Appendix S4):


























Akwk, with dAk ¼ yk  ðxA þ lGÞ
and wk ¼ nk=JC, be the centrality of the maximum
consumption position in the consumer trait space to
consume the non-native resource species, and C
Rf g
A the
centrality of the non-native species within the resource
guild (as defined in Eq. 10), we thus have the
following inequality for a non-native resource species











[ qRjC þ 1 ð15Þ
Again, if qRjC ¼ 1 and r2R ¼ r2G, the above inequality













A Þ, the non-native resource
species will have a better demographic performance
when its optimal consumer position (with trait
xA þ lG) has a lower centrality. Without competition





This means that if the non-native resource can only be
effectively consumed by resident species at the
periphery of the consumer trait space, the non-native
resource will experience low levels of consumption
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from the resident consumers and thus have a higher
chance of establishing and invading.
If the non-native species is part of the consumer
guild, we have the following:

























Akwk, with dAk ¼ yA  lGð Þ 
xk and wk ¼ nk=JR, be the centrality of the non-native
consumer’s optimal resource position in the resource
trait space, and C
Cf g
A the centrality of the non-native
species in the consumer trait space (as defined by
Eq. 10). We have the following inequality to ensure













This bears similarity to the inequality of Eq. (13).
Following the similar arguments, if qCjR ¼ 1 and





A ; that is, the optimal resource position of
the non-native species needs to be more central in the
resource trait space than its position in the competitive
consumer trait space. If we ignore within-guild





GÞ; that is, the position of the non-
native species’ optimal resource should be closer to
the centroid in the resource trait space, to ensure the
invasion success of the non-native consumer.
A multitrophic food web
Food webs are a mixture of consumers and resources
in a multitrophic ecological network (e.g. freshwater
and oceanic food webs), where body size can be the
key indicator of who eats whom. Each species in a
food web could have three functional roles: as a
competitor, a resource, or a consumer. In the context
of multitrophic food webs, our model below suggests
that the invader’s optimal consumer position should
lean towards the trait periphery while its optimal
resource position should be central in the trait space.
To ensure elevated performance, the non-native
species, thus, needs to move from trait periphery to
centroid with the increase of its trophic level.
A non-native species invading a food web thus has
the following demographic performance (Fig. 2d and
Appendix S4):



























Following the similar procedure as above, we have the
following inequality for a non-native species to














Assuming no competition, the above inequality
becomes CAþlG\1=ð2r2G þ 1=CAlGÞ or equivalently
CAlG [ 1=ð1=CAþlG  2r2GÞ, in addition to
CAþlG\CAlG . This means that the invader’s optimal
consumer position (xA þ lG) should be towards the
trait periphery while its optimal resource position
(xA  lG) should be central in the trait space. That is,
the ideal trait position of a non-native species drifts
from periphery to centre with the increase of its trophic
level.
Discussion
Our results illustrate that for a non-native species to
successfully invade a network, it must possess traits
positioned at the centre of the traits of its facilitators
and optimal resources in order to reap the benefit from
positive interactions. It must simultaneously possess
traits at the periphery of the traits of its competitors
and optimal consumers in order to elude the harm from
negative interactions. This we call the central-to-reap,
edge-to-elude trait strategy for elevated invasiveness
in an ecological network. Results from the model
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therefore highlight the central-to-reap, edge-to-elude
trait strategy for elevated invasiveness and the possi-
bility to reveal such trait positions for any given
ecological networks using the proposed trait centrality
that accounts for both trait differences between the
prospective non-native species and the resident
species and the relative abundance of the resident
species.
We have expanded the concept of invasion fitness
in evolutionary game theory to accommodate unique
elements associated with biological invasions. This
has allowed us to theoretically explore and elucidate
the invasiveness of a non-native species invading an
ecological network. Previous eco-evolutionary mod-
els of ecological networks have also used the concept
of an adaptive landscape to model trait evolution and
its role in shaping network architectures (Minoarivelo
and Hui 2016a; Guimarães Jr et al. 2017). We have
added a step by proposing that the framework not only
allows us to model the trait evolution of resident
species but also allows us to explore the outcome of an
invasion event. Our mathematical model allows us to
visualise species performance associated with both the
non-native traits relative to those of the resident
species in the ecological network and the role of
propagule pressure. This model, therefore, merges
insights from invasion science, evolutionary ecology,
community ecology, and ecological networks. We
discuss here a list of directly related issues and future
research needs for which our model can offer tentative
solutions. We first discuss the deep meaning and
implication of the central-to-reap, edge-to-elude trait
strategies for understanding and forecasting invasive-
ness. We then discuss how performance can be related
to the availability of empty opportunistic niches and
the penetration of invasion barriers. Finally, we
discuss the data format and methodologies that are
needed to parameterise and implement our model.
Central to reap, edge to elude
The four examples used to demonstrate the utility of
our mathematical model provide evidence of a cohe-
sive trait strategy: to be successful, invaders need to
position their traits relative to the trait distributions of
resident species from different functional guilds. They
must also mitigate negative interactions by occupying
peripheral trait positions and increase positive inter-
actions by seeking central trait positions. This trait
strategy of central-to-reap, edge-to-elude, highlights
the leverage trait position in an ecological network for
a non-native species to achieve elevated invasiveness.
A similar strategy in repeated games, known as win-
stay, lose-shift, describes heuristic learning of a
player’s opponent by sticking to the same strategy
that yielded a positive payoff in the last round of play
but shifting to an alternative strategy if it was a loss.
This strategy has been confirmed as the most robust
winning strategy in game theory (Nowak and Sigmund
1993). In the multiplayer games of an ecological
network, the central-to-reap, edge-to-elude trait strat-
egy also reflects the ‘winning’ trait position that
ensures a non-native species outcompeting other
resident species in a community. The emergent
central-to-reap, edge-to-elude trait strategy can be
tested with assemblage-level trait data from multiple
functional guilds (e.g. Divı́šek et al. 2018).
The central-to-reap, edge-to-elude strategy, of
course, only broadly describes the trait position for
elevated invasiveness, since we only used the first-
order Taylor series for interaction strength approxi-
mation. Future elaborations that consider nonlinear or
higher-order interactions and more accurate numerical
schemes should generate additional hypotheses (e.g. a
more complex landscape of invasion fitness emerged
in Fig. 2 when nonlinear interaction strengths in
ecological networks were not approximated by the
first-order Taylor series). For instance, within the hull
of traits of the resident species (Fig. 3), an introduced
species with a similar trait to a resident species, may
have a greater probability of successful establishment
due to the presence of required niches to ensure its
survival. However, this same introduced species may
suffer severely from biotic resistance, ultimately
limiting its invasiveness (Divı́šek et al. 2018). In
contrast, an introduced species with a trait sitting
between the traits of two resident species faces an
uncertain outcome: either there is an empty niche to
allow invasion, or no niche available for invasion (Hui
et al. 2016). However, it should be noted that
excessive elaborations could increase the intrinsic
system complexity, creating computational irre-
ducibility and actually lowering the realised pre-
dictability (Beckage et al. 2011). Given the contextual
complexity of any invasion event (Pyšek et al. 2020), a
fine balance of system elaboration that can clearly
contain system uncertainty should be preferred
(Latombe et al. 2019a).
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Empty niches and invasion barriers
Within the discussions on the role of functional traits
in determining invasiveness in the literature (e.g.
Catford et al. 2019; Enders et al. 2020), the prominent
hypotheses in invasion science are centred around the
concept of opportunistic ecological niches (e.g. Sim-
berloff 1981; Herbold and Moyle 1986; Shea and
Chesson 2002). An empty niche is defined by the
specific absence of a species along particular gradients
in the resource space (Hutchinson 1957; Holt 2009).
Ecological niches in communities have been argued to
be largely unsaturated and thus open to invasion
(Simberloff 1981; Walker and Valentine 1984; Rohde
2005). The presence of unsaturated niches has been
hypothesised to explain the lack of biotic resistance to
some biological invasions and the lack of impact in
some invaded communities (Mack et al. 2000; Sax
et al. 2007). In a fitness landscape, empty niches are
represented by pockets of positive fitness in the trait
space that are ‘waiting’ to be filled through invasion or
incremental trait evolution (Figs. 1 and 2). Non-native
species with traits that match these empty niches can
establish in the newly invaded environment without
the necessity of intensively competing with and
affecting native species. The concept of invasiveness
and invasibility can thus be measured by the shape and
quantity of such empty niches in an ecological
network (Lonsdale 1999; Shea and Chesson 2002;
Hui et al. 2016). With the concept of the landscape of
invasion fitness, these two concepts—niches and
traits—are therefore closely mirrored, as in our model.
Coupled with rapid environmental changes, coevo-
lution of entangled biotic interactions can drive
change in trait-mediated and density-dependent inter-
action strengths (Thompson 2013), creating both
empty niches and invasion barriers that are dynamic
at both ecological and evolutionary time scales. As
highlighted in our model (Figs. 1 and 2), such empty
opportunistic niches with positive invasion fitness are
enclosed by valleys of negative invasion fitness in the
trait space (also see, Hui et al. 2016). Similar to empty
niches, ecological and evolutionary barriers are also
constructed through trait-mediated biotic interactions
that can drastically bend and reshape the invasion
fitness landscape. Negative (antagonistic) interactions,
such as those involving competitors and predators, can
constrain the fundamental niche and form ecological
barriers to invasion with respect to specific non-native
traits. In contrast, positive (mutualistic) interactions
can expand the fundamental niches through the
provision of mutualistic benefits into otherwise
unsuitable niche space (Rodriguez-Cabal et al. 2012;
Stachowicz 2012; Afkhami et al. 2014), thereby
unravelling ecological barriers to invasion.
Once a non-native species has engaged with
resident species in coevolving dynamics, the network
of biotic interactions can drastically adjust its funda-
mental niche to form the realised niche accessible to
the non-native species. Coevolution in the context of
invasion could impose evolutionary barriers that could
eventually prohibit trait radiation among resident
species of a community. Evolutionary barriers are
mechanisms in place that prohibit directional evolu-
tion of resident species with certain traits. In other
words, rare mutants with traits similar to those of
resident species cannot establish and replace the
resident trait. This would constrain the distribution
of functional traits in the community and potentially
create empty niches that can only be filled by the
invaders with large trait differences. For instance,
coevolution via facilitative interactions can generate
positive reinforcing feedbacks (e.g. mutualism). Such
reinforcing feedbacks can lead to a lock-in of trait
evolution in a sub-optimal state in terms of functional
trait distribution in resident species. This can happen
when selfish mutualists benefit excessively from the
interactions thereby creating evolutionary barriers that
thwart further radiation of traits (Minoarivelo et al. in
prep). Such empty niches set up by evolutionary
barriers can also give rise to priority effects: the traits
and sequence/history of invasion can greatly affect
how the fitness landscape—and therefore invisibil-
ity—of an ecological network unfolds (Minoarivelo
and Hui 2018). Over ecological time scales that are
relevant to invasion management, coevolution can
therefore have a great effect on the demographic and
invasiveness of both resident and non-native species
(Saul and Jeschke 2015; Le Roux et al. 2017).
Trait-mediated interaction strength
To unveil the landscape of invasion fitness associated
with an ecological network, we need to elucidate the
interaction strength as a function of traits and relative
abundances of involved species (Catford et al. 2019),
and then compute the fitness landscape of the ecolog-
ical network over trait space (Figs. 1 and 2). That is, to
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effectively implement our model we need to choose a
suite of traits and explain interaction strength as the
degree of trait matching or difference. A suite of traits,
rather than a single trait, are often needed to determine
interaction strength (Eklöf et al. 2013). Unlike previ-
ous evolutionary models of ecological networks
(Guimarães Jr et al. 2017; Valdovinos et al. 2018),
our theoretical model possesses a generic feature to
further accommodate a high-dimensional trait space.
The choice of traits is worth considering briefly. The
selected traits describe the functional role of the
interacting species—more precisely, they define the
strength of interaction and fitness, or demographic
consequence between species pairs. Species func-
tional traits normally obey strong allometric relation-
ships and can be mostly expressed in a two-
dimensional trait space (e.g. based on the first two
axes from the principal component analyses or non-
metric multidimensional scaling of the species-by-
trait matrix; Dı́az et al. 2016). In practice, we need to
transform these allometric traits before calculating the
level of trait matching or difference (e.g. consider that
the trait represents the logarithm of the body size of
resident species). This formulation of interaction
strength using trait matching or difference (such as
in Eq. 9) has reasonably strong empirical support, and
has often been used to formulate many kinds of
ecological networks with coevolving traits (e.g.
Brännström et al. 2011; Nuismer et al. 2013;
Guimarães Jr et al. 2017; Hui et al. 2018). As traits
are essentially the strategies each species plays in the
evolutionary game, we can also expand the dimension
of functional traits to include other life-history strate-
gies that are able to differentiate demographic perfor-
mance between species, for example, preference,
plasticity, phenology, and phylogeny (van Kleunen
et al. 2010; Landi et al. 2018a).
Interaction strength itself can also be considered as
being adaptive (e.g. Valdovinos et al. 2010, 2018;
Zhang et al. 2013; Gibert and Yeakel 2019). In such
cases, an interaction that is increasing or decreasing its
strength due to selective forces can be considered
within our framework as involved traits evolving
respectively towards trait convergence or trait diver-
gence. In this sense, the two frameworks, targeting
adaptive traits of species (our model) and adaptive
interaction strength between species, have reached a
consistent strategy for invasion success in mutualistic
networks—to position the non-native trait for better
mutualistic gain (Valdovinos et al. 2018). However,
the implicit role of traits in the evolutionary dynamics
of interaction strength could mask the role of trait
dispersion in an ecological network and the trait
convergence-divergence between interacting species,
for instance, in pollination networks where interaction
strength can be computed as the foraging efficiency of
pollinators and considered as the evolving trait
(Valdovinos et al. 2018). Doing so, however, ignores
that an interaction is the game played between two
interacting species and that the traits of the plant
species being pollinated can also be important for the
interaction strength, as demonstrated in Darwin’s
coevolution race (Toju 2011; Zhang et al. 2013).
Nevertheless, models focusing solely on evolving
interaction strength are often easier to parameterise
especially for large networks, while we anticipate that
the challenge facing the parameterisation of trait-
mediated adaptive networks could potentially be
overcome in near future. Specifically, advancing
eco-informatics documenting both species traits and
interaction strengths could allow us soon to parame-
terise the interaction kernel function (e.g. Eq. 9) for
any given ecological networks.
Both the demographic performance of species and
the strength of biotic interactions are scale dependent
(Araújo and Rozenfeld 2014; Hui et al. 2017), and
such scale dependency dictates the contribution of
biotic interactions to the structure and functioning of
ecological networks (Galiana et al. 2018). For
instance, biotic interactions can be discerned between
non-native and native plant assemblages of reserve
networks hundreds of kilometres apart (Latombe et al.
2018) but not when comparing non-native versus
native ant assemblages of oceanic islands thousands of
kilometres apart (Latombe et al. 2019b). With the
increase of spatial scales, demographic performance
also exhibits distinct accumulation curves, normally
with inflated growth and reduced volatility associated
with successful non-native invaders (e.g. gypsy moths
Lymantria dispar in the northeast US; Hui et al. 2017).
When a study system is geographically too large to
allow individuals a reasonable chance of encountering
and interacting with each other during one life span,
we should rather break down the large spatial network
into meta-networks or meta-ecosystems (Gravel et al.
2016), depicting interlinked local networks via dis-
persal of propagules. Invasiveness in a meta-network
depends not only on the non-native traits and
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propagule pressure, but also on the spatial entry
points—whether to start an invasion from the spatial
periphery or centroid; this adds an extra dimension to
our model. Moreover, temporal scale can also pro-
foundly affect the strengths of biotic interactions and
thus the timing for elevated invasiveness (CaraDonna
and Waser 2020). Exploring the effects of spatial and
temporal scales on the invasiveness of a non-native
species and the invasibility of an ecological network,
will be natural extensions to our current model.
A careful integration of empirical data with theory
will allow us to map the entire network of biotic
interactions in a community. In addition to the
potential of using functional traits (e.g. body size) to
build basic network structures (Gravel et al. 2013), the
strength of biotic interactions can be inferred from
other interaction proxies (Morales-Castilla et al.
2015). For instance, because biotic interactions greatly
affect species co-distribution in metacommunities
(Cazelles et al. 2016), changes in the structure and
strength of biotic interactions can be realised as
changes in species co-distribution in an ecological
network. Therefore, the consequence of species intro-
duction into and removal from ecological networks
can be captured by assemblage-level temporal turn-
over and resulted interaction rewiring (CaraDonna
et al. 2017; Bosc et al. 2018; Keet et al. 2019). As the
coexistence of resident species in an ecological
network needs to abide by the stability criterion that
prescribes the specific architecture of a stable network
(Landi et al. 2018b), a non-native species needs to
break the stability criterion to be successful, which can
result in temporal turnover and changes in species
abundances along the fastest direction (described by
system eigenvectors) away from the current network
and assemblage structures (Hui and Richardson 2019).
Models implementing interaction rewiring and thus
temporal turnover can greatly improve our ability to
explain observed network topology (Zhang et al. 2011;
Nuwagaba et al. 2015; Nnakenyi et al. 2019). There is,
therefore, great potential to rapidly estimate the
interaction strengths of ecological networks from
network dissimilarity and interaction turnover (Poisot
et al. 2012; McGeoch et al. 2019). Network science
could contribute additional tools to tackle the chal-
lenges facing rapid parameterisation of ecological
networks (Delmas et al. 2019). For instance, the
proposed regression method in Sect. 2.1 could solve
the challenge to some extent but still requires large
amounts of time-series data.
Taken together, ecological opportunities and barri-
ers can be formed dynamically and adaptively in
response to the ecological novelty created via biolog-
ical invasions. Nonetheless, for short- to mid-term
invasion management, estimating and mapping the
entire interaction network is crucial to both visualise
fitness landscapes and project species-specific eco-
evolutionary dynamics (Hui and Richardson 2019). To
this end, the barrier scheme of the introduction-
naturalised-invasion continuum (Richardson et al.
2000; Blackburn et al. 2011) needs to be expanded
to accommodate the dynamic complexity of ecolog-
ical networks (especially at the end of this continuum).
A barrier or opportunity to invasion could quickly
unravel or emerge, changing the trait centrality of non-
native species in different functional guilds of the
invaded ecosystem—therefore altering its invasive-
ness. This also suggests that pairwise native-non-
native trait comparisons have limited value when
seeking advances in invasion science. To this end, we
urge researchers in the fields of biodiversity monitor-
ing and informatics to devise methods that allow rapid
mapping of the entire interaction network. In partic-
ular, with the rapid expansion of trait data, the baseline
trait-mediated interaction strength (e.g. Eq. 9) could
be parameterised and fitted using trait data combined
with knowledge of relative abundances or co-distri-
butions in local communities (e.g. Brousseau et al.
2018).
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